How to put together a Food Drive Barrel
Please do not glue, paint, or permanently alter the barrels in any way. We may reuse them.

1. Turn the container so the logo is upside down; you’ll be constructing the bottom of the
barrel. When finished the barrel is an octagonal shape so keep this in mind as you
assemble. One person can do this alone but it is helpful if you have a second person to
help steady the barrel and hold it in shape.

2. Pull the sides away from each other using the side creases as a guide. Lay your arm
along the creases inside the barrel and fold each one by pressing on the outside until you
begin to see an octagonal shape.

3. Fold the four small triangles down first; then the two largest, trapezoid-like, flaps second. The flaps do not
touch and do not interlock. Be sure the triangles stay on the bottom.

Triangle First

Trapezoid Second

Trapezoids Meet but don't Touch

4. Push down the long skinny flaps at the same time, pressing everything down so all the flaps go lower than
the plane of the barrel. The long flaps should “snap” into place with the cut-outs on the trapezoid flaps.

5. Once everything is snapped into place, gently pull up on the long flaps to make a secure bottom.

6. Flip the barrel over and you are ready to collect food!

Food Drive Tips & Helpful Information
Pick-ups


Drive pick-ups on a specific day are usually not possible but are flexible within a couple days.
Contact the Food Drives Hotline at (208) 577-2750 for any changes or concerns with pick-up.



Drivers are not allowed to accept/carry/pickup cash or check donations



Drivers are not allowed to enter residential homes; food barrels are best picked up on the
sidewalk or just outside your location.



Check donations must be mailed or delivered in person to The Idaho Foodbank. Cash donations
must be delivered in person.



Including a Virtual Food Drive is a convenient way for people to raise donations.

Money

Virtual Food Drive


Virtual Food Drives are recommended and encouraged as an add-on to any food drive.



Virtual Food Drives are very simple to set up; to see an example of a Virtual Food Drive, visit
www.idahofoodbank.org and click on Get Involved, then Virtual Food Drive.



You can create your own Virtual Food Drive with your logo! Simply email your logo and the
dates of your drive to fooddrives@idahofoodank.org.



Creating your own Virtual Food Drive allows you to track how much your organization has
raised and provides your supporters with a direct connection to you.



If you don’t want to create your own drive, donors can still donate directly to the General Food
Drive at www.idahofoodbank.org and click on Get Involved, then Virtual Food Drive.

